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A Nineteenth Century Viennese View of Richard 111
DR  Donaen  Counr has recently discovered a lecture by Max Budinger ‘Kénig
Richard  III von England’ published in  Sammlung wissenschafllicher Vortrage  zu
Wien,  37, in  1858  and  sent  the following assessment.  The lecture’s interest  lies  in
its  presentation  of  a  non-English viewpoint of the historical Richard and how he
relates  to the  dramatic villain  of Elizabethan  drama.  Budinger  claims  that
Shakespeare’s own  background  may have  influenced  his view of the  King.  His
great-great—grandfather  had  acquired  lands for  service  in war in Henry VII’s reign
and  Budinger  assumes  that  this  service  was at Bosworth. Thus family traditions
may have  influenced  Shakespeare as much as the need to make a living under  the
Tudors.  Shakespeare  is seen as the first  English dramatist  to  explore fully the
tragic  theme  ‘of an  individual propelled  by lust for power through  crime  to
judgement.  Society is  thrown into disorder  by the protagonist but finally brought
to  peace.

Budinger  spends  much of his lecture  rehearsing the historical Richard’s
career pointing out  where Shakespeare strayed from  the facts. He  sees Richard as
having little  choice  but to  seize the throne after  Edward  IV’s death and lays  much
of the blame for the situation on Elizabeth Woogiville’s ill  advised  behaviour.
Budinger similarly accepts that  Richard  had little choice but to  eliminate  the  sons
of  Edward  IV  after  Buckingham’s  rebellion.  He stresses Richard’s good
government  and sees him  battered  by adverse strokes  of fortune, such  as the
deaths of wife and  son, into ill health and self doubt. If Richard had  overcome this
last hurdle  he  would  have  been an excellent and memorable king and the  traumas
of the  start  of his  reign would  have been forgotten. Max  Budinger concludes  that
although the  dramatist’s  achievement may not  entirely accord  with historical fact
yet they reach the  same  point in so far as the  spirit  of the poetry brings  out that
which  is, by nature  and  necessity, the inevitable due of the hero.

A translation of  this lecture  by C. A. Cotton and D. Court is in the Society’s
Library.

Thomas Fowler and  Wives
Dr  Rosemary Horrox and Mr W. E. Hampton have sent the following

correction  and further details about this Buckinghamshire  gentleman commented
on in the  Ricardian,  Vol. 5, No. 66, September, 1979, p.90.  Edith Dynham was
neither  the sister of  Lord  Dynham nor was she Fowler’s wife in 1483. At  this  date
Fowler’s  wife  was  Alice Hulcote. From  Easter 1483  they held jointly the  manor  of
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Wavendon, Buckinghamshire, previously held  by John Hulcote  Esq., Alice’s late
husband.  As John Hulcote’s widow, Alice  had already had a grant of this manor
in  January 1483. Thus Thomas Fowler can be stated to have  married  Alice
Hulcote  at  Easter  1483. It was  Alice, not Edith, who was lady in waiting to
Elizabeth  Woodville.  (References: CPR  1476-85,  pp.332, 351, 383, 417, and
those  quoted by Dr  Horrox  in her article  n.25).

Thomas  Fowler  did  indeed  marry Edith  Dynham as his  third  wife  years later,
but exactly when  is not  known.  She was certainly his  wife  before  1509  when she
received  black cloth for Henry Vll's funeral  as a gentlewoman of Margaret
Beaufort, and she was a widow by 13 March  1511.  She was the daughter of
Charles Dynham, brother  of John, Lord  Dynham, and  both  she and her husband,
Thomas Fowler, have a memorial  brass  at Christ’s College, Cambridge, the
heraldry of which  proves  her parentage.

There is an  entry on Thomas  Fowler  and his wives in Mr Hampton’s
Memorials  of the  Wars  of the  Roses, Upminster  (1979), item 22.

Colyngbourne’s Rhyme
Mr Peter  Hammond  has  sent the following note:

The  Cat, the Rat and  Lovell  the Dog,
Rule  all  England  under the Hog

These two lines, said to have been nailed to the  door  of St Paul’s in 1483 by
William  Colyngbourne, are  very well known.  The  earliest  reference to them
appears  in The New  Chronicles  of England,  by Robert Fabyan, published  in
1516, hardly contemporary with the  event, but there  seems no  reason  to doubt
that Colyngboume did  write  these  lines, or at least something similar.  In his
indictment  for  treason  (see J. G. Bellamy, The Law of Treason  in  England  in the
Middle  Ages,  Cambridge, 1970, pp.121, 237—8) he was accused of writing various
bills  and writings in  rhyme, although they are not  described.

In  Research  Notes and  Queries  some years ago  (The Ricardian, Vol. III, No.
50, September 1975, p.31) the above two lines  were published  with a continuation
and  key, said also to be by Colyngbourne.  The additional lines were:

The crook-back’d Boar the way hath found
To  root  our roses  from  the ground
Both flow’r and bud  will  he confound
Till  King of Beasts the Swine be  crown’d;
And then the Dog, the Cat and Rat,
Shall in his trough feed and be  fat.

Despite  a  request at the  time, no early source was found by anyone, although
Peter  Ndrmark, a Danish  member, said that the key was also to be found in The
Mirror for Magistrates  (see  The  Ricardian,  Vol.  111, No. 51, December 1975,
p.31), and suggested that the extra  lines  of the  verse  might have originated with
the old ballad, The Rose of England (in Bishop Percy’s  Folio  Manuscript  Ballads
and  Romances.  Vol.  3, edited by J. W. Hales and F. J. Furnivall, 1868,
pp.187-l94, see  lines  13 to  20).

Recently however, Julie  Vognar, a Californian  member,  has pointed out that
in the New  Variorum Shakespeare,  edited by H. H. Fumess (Vol. 16,  Tragedy of
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Richard  111,  2nd  edition, Philadelphia, 1909) there  is a footnote on page 98 which
quotes the  whole verse  and says that it is to be found in The  Second Part  of King
Edward  the  Fourth  by Thomas Heywood. Investigation of the  play, which  covers
the  first  part  of the reign of  Richard  III as  well  as the last part of Edward IV’s,
shows this  indeed  to be the case. The additional  lines  (sec Act 5, Scene 1,
pp. 182—3 of the Shakespeare  Society edition, 1842) are not in fact there attributed
to  Colyngbourne, but to one Fogg (not  Sir  John  Fogg).  Since  Heywood’s  play
was published in  1600, and no  older  source has  come  to  light, it  seems fairly clear
that  these  mysterious  additional lines were written by Heywood as part of his
play, and owe nothing except their inspiration  to any other  source.

Book Review

BRITISH LIBRARY HARLEIAN MANUSCRIPT 433, ed. Rosemary Horrox
and P. W. Hammond: Vol. I: Register of Grants for the reigns of Edward  V  and
Richard III  (Richard  111 Society, London, 1979).

This carefully edited  and magnificently produced volume is the  first  of four,
and in it are  printed  folios  l  to 105 of the manuscript as  well  as a learned
introduction  by Dr Horrox and :1 Foreword by Professor  Charles  Ross. Volume
II  will cover  folios 106 to 220 and  should  appear early in 1980; volume  III  will
contain  folios  220 to 340, and  volume  IV  will  consist of the indexes of names,
p‘liaces and offices, andthus give this important  historical  tool its analytical cutting
e ge.

It is strange that a document so crucial to an understanding of Richard III’s
reign has not been  published  in  full  before, however much  it has been used by
historians. It has, of  course, been  excellently explained as a document by Dr
Horrox  herself  in The  Ricardian  for September 1979, so that the  best  this  review
can do is to  praise  the scholarship of a major  work  which the  editors  themselves
understandably and modestly do not do.

The manuscript as a whole is shown to be contemporary and  consists  of a
number  of  registers, bound up together, of grants and other material which  were
authenticated by the Signet in the  reigns  of Edward V and Richard  III.  In  some
sense  these  documents were almost immediate  copies  of much (but not all) of the
Signet  material  which  itself  was unfortunately lost in the fire of 1619. So it is  a
lucky survivor, and  full  enough to form the  most  fundamental single archive for
the  reign  of Richard. It  mirrors  in detail—without wholly reproducing—the
documentary archive nearest to the king at a time when the privy seal  itself  was
diminishing in importance.
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